There is a conjecture due to A. D. Wallace that a clan (i.e., a compact, connected, topological semigroup with identity element) with a zero element has the fixed point property. This is related to another conjecture of Wallace that a compact connected topological lattice has the fixed point property [4] . A proof of the latter conjecture for the finite dimensional case has recently been given by Dyer and Shields [l] . There is an example due to Kinoshita [2] of a contractable continuum without the fixed point property. The purpose of this note is to exhibit a multiplication which will make Kinoshita's example into a clan with zero, and, thus, provide a counter example to the first conjecture above.
We exhibit first a result which seems to be rather generally known, but which, to the author's knowledge, does not appear in print.
Lemma. Suppose S is a topological semigroup, and f is an open or closed map taking S onto T, a Hausdorff space. Suppose further that fia) =/(&) and fie) =/(e?) implies /(ac) =fibd). Then T can be given a multiplication which makes it a topological semigroup and which makes f a homomorphism.
HASKELL COHEN [December
Proof. For h and t2 in T we define h -12 as follows. Let ai and a2 be elements of 5 such that/(ai)=íi and/(a2)=/2. Let ti-t2=fiaia2). It is easily seen that the multiplication is well defined and associative, and that / is a homomorphism.
The only item which remains to be checked is the continuity of the multiplication.
Let m: TXT-+T be defined by m(ti, t2)=ti-t2. We need only show that m is continuous. Let £=/(£). It is easily seen that/ is continuous and, since £ is compact, that/is closed. Let pi be the points (r<, Bt, z¿), i=l, 2, 3, 4, and suppose fipi) =f(pt) and fip3) =fipÀ)-We want to show/(£i p3) =fip2 pi). If pi = p2 and p3 = p4, the result is clear. Hence suppose, say, pi^pi-Then fipi)=fip2) implies ri^2zi, r2^2z2, Bi = 82, and Zi = z2. Now the r coordinate of pip3 ^ rx ^ 2zi ^ 22iS3 and similarly the r coordinate of p2pi è 2z224. Hence fipip3) = i2ziz3, Bi + 83, Ziz3) = (2z224, 62+8i, z2Zi)=fip2pi). Thus there is induced on £ the multiplication described in the lemma. With respect to this multiplication the points (0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, 0) are respectively the identity element and zero of F. Moreover it is clear that £ is homeomorphic to £.
For example, the function h defined by hir, 9, 2) = (r, 6, il-r/2)z-\-r/2) takes K homeomorphically onto F. Applying the lemma again, h~l induces a multiplication which makes £ a clan with zero as was to be shown.
